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ADDENDUM #4: 
 
TO:  All bidders of record, which have received plans and specifications for the project referred to above. 
 
This Addendum No. 4 forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Drawings and Specifications 
dated August 8, 2022 as noted below.  Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the Bid 
Form.  Failure to do so may subject bidder to disqualification. 
 
This addendum consists of 3 pages of information. 
 
 
Clarifications/Questions and Answers:  
 

1. Question:  Is there any chance of getting the bid date extended?  Bidding during a holiday week is not ideal. 
 

o Response: The Town of Apex has considered this request and chooses to keep the bid date as 
specified on September 7, 2023 
 

2. Question:  Supplementary GCs page 1-5, 3.5.3.1 mentions Contractor further guaranteeing the roofing 
system for a period of 24 months.  Would this be in addition to, or concurrent with, the 20-year 
weathertightness warranties called for in the metal roofing and TPO spec? 
 

o Response: Per the same Section 3.5.3.1 of the Supplementary General Conditions, the Contractor’s 
24-month guarantee begins at final acceptance by the Owner and “shall be in addition to the 
manufacturers guarantee and any other in the Contract Documents related to the roofing system”.  It 
will be concurrent to any manufacturer or installer warranties. 

 
3. Question: Will comingled recycling be acceptable for this project, or will we be required to follow the 

recycling procedures listed in 017419? 
 

o Response: Comingled recycling will be acceptable. 
 

4. Clarification:  GC to install all flooring wall to wall before the installation of floor-set cabinets and casework.  
Once flooring is install, GC is to limit unnecessary foot traffic in all areas and cover any areas where access 
is needed with temporary floor protection.  It is the GC’s responsibility to protect installed flooring from 
damage until Owner takes occupancy of the building. 

 
 
 
 

 



  

5. Question: The job specifies 12” single blade sunshades, but is drawn with 14” sunshades.  But with a 40-45 
psf load, the sunshade blade can only be 8-10” without adding verticals. 
 

o Response: No vertical mullions may be added to the curtainwall or storefront windows.  The 
specifications call for delegated design for the curtainwall and storefront systems.  Contractor is to 
provide the deepest single blade sunshades possible given the location of vertical mullions. 
 

6. Question:  Sunshades and storefront head receptors are incompatible.  The long anchors on the sunshade 
fix the frames in place and prevent vertical movement.  We can quote the storefront frames without head 
receptors and they will not accommodate any vertical movement OR we can move the frames to 6” curtain 
wall to allow for vertical movement. 
 

o Response: Vertical movement must be accommodated with the curtainwall and storefront systems. 
Again, the specifications call for delegated design for the curtainwall and storefront systems.  If an 
approved curtain wall manufacturer’s sunshades are not compatible with storefront head receptors, 
it is acceptable to change the storefront to 6” deep curtainwall. 

 
7. Question:  The specifications call for fiberglass pressure plates with a 0.37 U factor on the curtain wall 

(would require a glass U factor of 0.25).  However we cannot have fiberglass pressure plates on the frames 
with sunshades. 
 

o Response: The specified U factor for curtain wall system is 0.39.  Again, the specifications call for 
delegated design for the curtainwall and storefront systems.  If an approved curtain wall 
manufacturer’s fiberglass pressure plates are incompatible with the sunshades, it is acceptable to 
switch to aluminum pressure plates as long as all specified thermal properties are met.  

 
8. Question:  Specification 122113 1.5A1 and 122413 1.6A1 call for maintenance materials in the amount of 5% 

or 2 minimum per size. Most sizes have quantities of 1, 2, or 3.  It clearly does not make sense to supply an 
additional 2 units for each one of the sizes.  Please have a clarification issued on the maintenance materials. 
 

o Response:  
i. For Extra Materials for the Horizontal Louver Blinds provide additional units equal to 5% for 

the two (2) window sizes with the highest quantities, but no fewer than two units.  
ii. For Extra Materials for the Roller Window Shades provide additional units equal to 5% for 

the two (2) window sizes with the highest quantities, but no fewer than two units.   
 

9. Question:  Specification 122413 2.2G1 Front fascia, 2.2G2 Exposed headbox, 2.2G4 recessed pocket, 
2.2G5 closure panel.  A shade can have only one of these.  Which is the required option? 
 

o Response: An Exposed Headbox should be provided at all locations. Installation of shade locations 
will be reviewed during submittals. 
 

10. Question:  Specification 122413 2.2F3a requires an exposed bottom bar with a light seal at bottom.  These 
hembars are not used for this type of shade.  Can a standard external bottom bar without a light seal be 
used? 
 

o Response: A light seal is not required at bottom bar. Provide the Manufacturer's standard bottom 
bar. Colors to be selected by Owner during submittal stage. 
 



  

11. Question:  On C-100 Item II is for washed stone at the transformer enclosure.  Both the structural (5/S301) 
and the architectural (2/A101) drawings refer to this area as concrete.  Please confirm which is correct and 
provide a thickness if stone and thickness & reinforcing if concrete. 
 

o Response: The area inside the transformer enclosure will be washed stone except where concrete 
transformer pad is needed below the transformer.  Keynote “II” was modified to reflect the depth of 
stone in Addendum #3.  Contractor is to provide concrete transformer pad per the detail shown 
below and coordinate size of pad with utility company.  
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